Assistant Professor Position in Accounting
Erasmus School of Economics, Erasmus University
Rotterdam
Positions starting in 2023
Erasmus School of Economics welcomes applications for assistant professor in financial
accounting, management accounting, and auditing.
Job Qualifications
We are seeking enthusiastic candidates who have a Ph.D, or expect to complete a Ph.D in the
near future, and can demonstrate the potential for outstanding achievements in research and
teaching in the fields of accounting, auditing and/or management control. Assistant professor
positions involve a six-year tenure-track (with generous extensions for parenthood). Tenure
decisions are based on individual performance, principally in research and teaching. Teaching
is in English (for Dutch-speaking candidates, there may be opportunities to teach in Dutch) and
the teaching load is low. The compensation package is competitive relative to European salaries
and includes several secondary benefits, such as a pension plan that is partially funded by the
university. Favorable tax agreements may apply to non-Dutch applicants.
About Erasmus University Rotterdam
Successful candidates will work at the accounting department at Erasmus School of
Economics. The department has grown considerably in the past decade and consists of around
20 research-active faculty members who regularly publish in the top 5 accounting journals.
Together with the accounting department at Rotterdam School of Management, we form the
Accounting Research Group at Erasmus University Rotterdam. The Erasmus Accounting
Research Group has a strong research tradition and an international orientation, as evidenced
by our publications, research collaboration with academics at leading U.S. schools, an
international seminar series and several conferences, and a U.S. style Ph.D. program. The group
has established itself as one of the leading accounting groups in Europe and also one of its
largest (over 30 research-active members), with researchers in financial and managerial
accounting, auditing, and taxation. Erasmus University has access to excellent research
facilities, including major databases (WRDS, CRSP, Compustat, Capital IQ, Datastream,
Bloomberg, I/B/E/S, TAQ, etc.) and a state-of-the-art behavioural experimental lab. Our

research institute ERIM provides additional funding (e.g., for data, research assistance, or
research visits) on top of a personal research budget.
You can find more information about the group, departments and EUR below:
• Erasmus Accounting Research Group: www.erim.eur.nl/accounting-group
• Erasmus School of Economics: www.eur.nl/ese
• Rotterdam School of Management: www.rsm.nl
• Working at EUR: https://www.eur.nl/en/working
Application procedure
Please send pdf versions of your cover letter, curriculum vitae, sample copies of your research
(published or working papers), and the names of two academic references to
aacrecruiting@ese.eur.nl. Please ask your references to send their letters directly to the same
e-mail address.
We will start reviewing applications immediately, but the formal application deadline is
January 1, 2023 for positions starting in September 2023. Starting dates between January and
September 2023 are also negotiable. We will also be interviewing at the EAA Talent Workshop
in Madrid on November 11-12, 2022.
In case you have any questions about the position, please contact Edith Leung, head of the
section Accounting, Auditing and Control, directly at leung@ese.eur.nl.

